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The price of corn at most any location is based on the price of Chicago Board of Trade corn futures. There, corn is assumed to be #2 yellow and is a commodity that is carefully specified as to its quality anywhere in the world.

In the first few years of the 21st Century, which starts in about 70 days, I believe that the focus will start shifting from commodities to products. Products have distinguishing characteristics. Examples for corn include: yellow for food processing (white or red cobs); traditional #2 yellow for livestock and poultry feeding; white for the food industry; white or yellow for popping; waxy (100% pure amylopectin starch) and high amylose for starch millers and industrial products; and high lysine or high oil for specialized livestock and poultry rations. Recently, traditional #2 yellow corn has been split into two products based on the presence or absence of Genetically Modified Organisms (GMO).

Oilseeds and other grains are also likely to lose their commodity status. GMO will differentiate soybeans into products, as will varying oil and protein content for selected varieties. Hard white winter wheat may soon compete with hard red winter for bids from millers. Common to all these products is that they have distinguishing characteristics that must be preserved by careful segregation from other products or traditional commodities during production, harvesting, storing and finally transporting the product to the end-use buyer.

While the grain industry has become extremely
efficient in handling and pricing bulk commodities, it is presently not well equipped to handle products. As commodities are broken into products, the costs of maintaining product identity will be increased over those of storing and transporting bulk commodities. Further, there may be differing costs of production for each product.

Thus, it is one thing for a swine producer to want high lysine corn rather than the traditional #2 yellow. To demand this product the producer will likely be required to pay a premium over the traditional corn commodity. Japanese brewers and United States pet food manufactures may want non-GMO corn for beer or cat food but will probably only be able to demand it by their willingness to pay higher prices. This assumes that the main demand for corn is for livestock feeding where, at present, the presence or absence of GMO is not an issue.

The same concept exists for European buyers of soybeans. Non-GMO soybeans are likely to be priced higher to end-use buyers than GMO soybeans as long as the demand for non-GMO soybeans is a small percentage of the market. Yet, if the demand for non-GMO soybeans represented the majority of end-use buyers, then non-GMO soybeans would probably become the reference price and GMO soybeans would be discounted in the market.

These points can be generalized. Over the longer term, less desirable products tend to receive a discounted price rather than the more desirable products receiving a premium.

One can speculate on the manner the price signals for products will be passed between the producers and end-use buyers. One possibility would have the end-use buyers providing a pricing grid to potential producers before planting. Such a grid would, for example, list the premiums above traditional #2 yellow corn the buyer was willing to pay for various percentages of oil content. If a producer deemed that those premiums represented an opportunity, the producer might contract with the buyer for a specific number of bushels before any of that high-oil corn was planted. Other pricing systems may be equally likely. However, it is my view that our traditional method of pricing grains and oilseeds will change quickly as buyers become purchasers of products rather than commodities.
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